December 2021 Issue 82

Our theme for December is THE SENSES
Welcome to Issue 82 of the TESOL-SPAIN digital newsletter and the last for
2021!
We hope you have enjoyed the newsletters, webinars and meet-ups
brought to you by the Media Team over the year. Your comments, feedback
and contributions, your presence at our online activities and likes as you
view the recordings of our monthly webinars all make our work worthwhile.
Don’t miss this month’s Green Corner article by Ane Cortazar, all about the
activities her school organises to raise environmental awareness among
their students. and school community and play their part in fighting climate
change. If you are working on a Green project, we’d love to hear about it!
Our Timetabling Team are putting the finishing touches to the convention
schedule and will be confirming with speakers and publishers before the
holidays, so keep an eye on our website and start planning your convention
schedule soon!
To celebrate the festive season, apart from decorating the newsletter’s
pages with snowflakes, and to reflect the theme of Fiona Mauchline’s
December’s webinar, we asked area coordinators and TESOL-SPAIN board
members to delve into their sensory memories of Christmas. Reading
through the sounds, sights, smells and tastes conjured by Christmases
gone by reminded me of two of my favourite seasonal stories, Laurie Lee’s
Village Christmas where carols are sung, turkeys roasted and icicles
snapped, and Frank O’Connor’s Christmas Morning and the awful truth
behind the secret of Christmas. Maybe you’ll have time to look them up as
you put your feet up for a few days at the end of the month.
Wishing you a happy festive season, wherever you are and whatever you're
doing, from us all at TESOL-SPAIN,
All the best,
Rebecca and the
TESOL-SPAIN Media team!
(Ryan, Emi, Daniel and Ceri)
Contact us at: tesolspainpublications@gmail.com
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The sights, sounds, smells &
tastes of the festive season
As we were preparing for this month's theme, we did what is now becoming a traditional
crowdsourcing exercise: we asked members of the board and area coordinators for stories about
their favourite festive memories and the sights, sounds, smells and tastes that accompany and
evoke them. Thank you so much to everyone for sharing these beautiful stories!
When I think of this season, probably precisely because my grandma and parents
are no longer here, I still hear the hustle of my grandmother and my mum
preparing the Christmas’ Dinner very early on the morning of the 24th, I can smell
the lingering odour of boiled lombardy on the afternoon before Christmas. I still
see my dad helping in the kitchen and preparing the turrón and sweets on
specially decorated Christmas trays while sipping from time to time some sweet
wine. Now, my sister and I strive to preserve these traditions. We feel nostalgia
but joy and warmth.
And how could I forget the excitement preparing our 12 grapes and then the
nervousness for not losing the pace with the twelve strikes? Glorious the clink of
glasses tapping against each other on New Year’s Eve. The silent steps of my
parents hiding our presents on the Eve of the Three Kings while we were in bed
giggling because we suspected it. The rustle of bags being opened early in the
morning while my grandma cooked Chocolate with churros.
(María Antonia Castro)
1960s, all girls' school with a strong music tradition. The Christmas carol service
was conducted entirely in the dark. The only lights were switched on as
required for the Bible readings and the tableaux on the stage. The first tableau
was of Mary, Joseph and the baby Jesus and I can still smell the scent of the
fresh hay in the manger. Each school year sang a carol and the order of service
was secret. You only knew which carol went before yours. We sang in English,
French, Welsh, Spanish, German and Russian. At the end of the service, a group
of sixth formers could be heard, outside the hall, singing 'Past 3 o'clock and a
cold and frosty morning' a carol inspired by the (mainly) men who, from the
15th century onwards, called out the hours and the weather in the London
streets at night. This group processed, singing, until they were outside the
doors of the hall and could be heard loud and clear. Then they gradually
processed away. Everyone would strain to hear the very last notes as they
disappeared. It felt like we had all suspended our collective breath. You could
even hear the clock in the hall ticking. And finally, finally, as the last notes died
away, our wonderful head of music would start to play, very quietly, Bach's 'Jesu,
Joy of Man's Desiring' and the magic was over for another year.
(Hilary Plass)

(Click on the links in Hilary's story to hear the wonderful sounds of the carol singers.)
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The sights, sounds, smells &
tastes of the festive season
My favourite smell in the festive season has to be of the turkey slowly
roasting in the oven, together with all the vegetable smells - roast
potatoes, red cabbage, parsnips and sprouts. Mmm ,my mouth is
watering already!
(Anita Lutterkort)

... sprouts and bread sauce with nutmeg ... playing Newmarket round the dining table afterwards and my lovely
dad cheating ... a lump in my throat with the turrón advert on the telly ... watching old films with my niece
insisting on Love Actually "it's not Christmas otherwise" ... missing all the old folks wishing they were with us ...
making an English Christmas in Spain otherwise it just isn't Christmas ❤️
(Caroline Allen Gardner)

For me, it is the rich smell of the Xmas Pudding I make for my family every Xmas
Eve slowly cooking.
And cinnamon in mulled wine.
(Charo Reyes)

My favourite smell in the festive season are Cape Jasmin, I had a tree in my backyard
and it used to be in full bloom around this time and I used to make bouquets for the
Xmas table, the smell of the sea at sunset, when the south wind blew in from the sea (I
lived 10 minutes from the beach) and the smell of asado (Argentine asado, not
barbecue!). The sounds: the voices of family chatting while laying the long table in the
garden, the clinking of bottles and glasses, and suddenly the POP! of a champagne
bottle because my dad loved to drink champagne for Xmas and New Year.
(Annie Altamirano)

Mine are memories of travelling down to Extremadura , to Plasencia to my granma’s and family - thick coats
off, meeting my cousins and playing in “Los Patos” Park in Plasencia, sounds of laughter and that soft
“Extremeño” accent of theirs, the delicious smell and taste of the “canelons “ my half Catalan auntie cooked
for us on that date British call Boxing Day, - I still can savor them …
(Carmen Arias)
Christmas sights - the lights in the trees, usually gold or silver.
Christmas sounds, God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen - brings back memories of
going to church once a year to accompany my Mum to a Carol Service, & also
some of the Spanish carols, so upbeat with a flamenco tinge & memories of
Christmas in Córdoba with Miguel Ángel ,
Christmas smells, mulled wine with cinnamon
(Claire Potter)
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The sights, sounds, smells &
tastes of the festive season
Turkey soup: when I smell it it brings back wonderful memories of my
childhood. Turkey soup signified the end of the turkey, normally about a week
after Christmas. My Mum would pick any leftover meat from the carcass and
then boil the bones to make stock to which any bits of turkey would be added
and vegetables. The process probably took two days and left the whole house
smelling of soup. Then on New Year's day the soup would be put into the car
and we'd go to the Wear Valley where we had a small cottage to check it was ok,
no burst pipes etc.The cottage would be freezing and we sat with our coats on
and Mum warmed up the soup and we ate the soup in front of the fire before
locking up the cottage till spring.
I still make turkey soup with the leftovers and stock from the bones and always
think of us sitting in the cottage, freezing cold, with steaming bowls of soup. I
hope in the future my girls will continue the tradition of using the last bits of
turkey to make soup and think about us eating it in Bilbao! 🦃
(Alix Treguenza)
Thanks to my granny, turkey soup is the last of the post-christmas dishes...after turkey with all the trimmings on
the 25th (don't forget to wake up at 7 to turn the oven on), we have cold turkey and ham in cold egg sauce and
parsley on Boxing Day, turkey and mushrooms with rice on the 27th (after the panto) and turkey sandwiches and
Christmas cake (taking care to pick off the marzipan and icing) in front of The Sound of Music😊
(Rebecca Place)
Well I have to say I get quite emotional when Xmas arrives because I have no family left to celebrate with those
days... But the good news is that my childhood memories remain 😊 ... It was soooo exciting when we had to fly
over from Mallorca to England to visit my grandparents... arriving at Gatwick, that typical smell at the airport...
Year after year wondering if I would be lucky enough to see, touch or play with snow ... (nope, sorry to say it, that
never happened 😅, unbelievable I know 😂)...
I knew we would go to see a Play, have a walk and buy goodies at Haywards Heath, visit (as every year) the
Bluebell Railway and eat mince pies on the train, I would go horse riding with Cornflake (yeap a yummy name for
a horse, I know 😂)... I remember I used to get excited by reading the Xmas cards that arrived and then hanging
them on the thread we set on the ceiling (that was so pretty to see)... Those could be the most remarkable sights
probably, although not the only ones 😊.
If I'd have to say what sounds come to my mind, definitely they would be 3: the crunching of the gravel driveway
that we had at home when someone drove through, the sound of the Xmas crackers and of course Xmas
Carols...
What about smells? Well, as I mentioned above, the airport 😅, the Xmas tree and I don't know how to explain it,
but the smell of the atmosphere, the cold green fresh breeze that was full of wild nature with a farm nearby, the
National Trust Sheffield Park Garden that was just next to our home... In fact there are many things, moments,
that come and go, in a flash of a second that remind me how lucky I was to share time and experiences with my
family, so Xmas means a lot to me although I don't celebrate it like it used to be. The only tradition that I still
maintain and enjoy quite much is... cracking the crackers with my guests 😆 That's a lot of fun for sure!!!
(Natasha Dopico Dennis)

We'd love to hear your stories too! You can post them on our social media
channels - or share them at the last Meet Up of the year on Dec 14!
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The sights, sounds, smells &
tastes of the festive season
Sights: a beautifully decorated Christmas tree.
Sounds: Christmas carols e.g. 'Oh come all ye faithful', sung by a church
choir. (And I'm not at all religious!)
Smells: wood burning and chestnuts roasting.
Can't wait to finally get back home to see the family this year!
(Maureen Carroll)
Christmas sights: The big nativity scene that is shown every year in a
center square, St. Francisco Square. The lights of the streets and houses at
night. My son's face looking at Santa when he came in last year.
Christmas sounds: Spanish Carols that we sang togerher in my cousins'
house. Catala Carols we hear now with my mother-in-law. Popular
"uncensored" Carols we sing altogether.
Christmas Smells: The soup with meatballs (caldo con pelotas) that my
cousins' grandma cooked for the 25th.
(Francisco Javier López Buyo)

A 5-Step Festive Season Lesson-Plan
STEP 1 Elicit the names of the traditional five senses (sights, sounds, smells, tastes and sensations) and write
them on your real or virtual board. (For younger learners you can use symbols for the five senses).
STEP 2 Students work in groups to brainstorm associations with the festive season for each category. You
might want to use one of the lists above as a model. This step will allow you to work with emergent language
and help students with new vocabulary. With lower levels and younger learners you might want to start with a
list of items for them to categprise and then add their own examples . Each student will need access to a copy of
their lists for the next step.
STEP 3 Regroup students in pairs or groups of three. They compare their lists and discuss the question: What
are your favourite sights, sounds, smells, tastes and sensations in the festive season? (You can simplify the
question for younger levels and lower groups e.g. What do you like about Christmas/this time of year?).
STEP 4 Choose one or more of the texts from the previous pages and ask the students to identify the senses
that are being referred to. Ask them to say which they do and don't identify with. HIghlight any useful language
for talking about the senses in preparation for the next step. (For lower levels and younger learners , you can
share your own simplified answer).
STEP 5 Ask the students to write their own text in reply to the questions in step 3. Share these texts with the
whole class and ask the students to comment on each other's stories. This can work really well on a Padlet
board or in a Whatsapp group. You can encourage students to share images, audio and video too to illustrate
their stories (and appeal to as many senses as possible! (For very young learners, they could draw a picture of
their favourite thing/things and then talk about them to the class).
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WORD SPOT by Dr Daniel Brint
Senses, expressions and sight unseen
The dominance of sight in western culture is reflected in the use of visual expressions in language. We’re
told that seeing is believing, if we see it with our own two eyes, we can be sure it’s true. The metaphor of
sight will often replace the literal meaning – I see what you mean (not I hear what you mean).
The other senses are not nearly as common, though there are some well-known examples – I smell a rat,
something leaves a bad taste, to be out of touch or to rub someone up the wrong way, to have a whiff of
something. Yet it seems that many ‘smell’ expressions are negative, even when they might be describing a
positive result – he came out smelling like a rose - suggests that he was very lucky, considering how bad
things could have been. It might well be that the senses touch, taste, smell and hearing are culturally
perceived as involuntary and instinctive, whereas sight is often connected to intellectual processes of
comprehension, judgment and analysis. In short, sight concepts separate us from the animals and stress
our rationality.

Readers of Victorian fiction are probably aware of how unusual it is for a writer to refer to smell. Indeed,
the main reason Wilde’s A Picture of Dorian Grey shocked so many people when it was published was not
the theme, but it’s extensive use of references to olfactory details in order to create an atmosphere of
decadence, something contemporary readers found offensive. Food is probably an exception – Dickens
is always happy to describe the smells of a feast, but he isn’t as likely to refer to the horse manure,
sewers and filth that every Victorian Londoner lived with, whatever their social status.
Perhaps as we move further away from those middle-class obsessions so characteristic of the 19th and
20th centuries, more expressions are appearing that use senses other than sight – in US English I feel
you means I understand you (rather than I see what you mean), to savour the moment or savour the
experience are recent collocations (post 1980), as are taste victory and smooth over. As society changes, we
may well see an increase in sense idioms and expressions other than sight-based ones. And that’s
definitely something to look out for and even look forward to, or even get a taste of.
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TESOL-SPAIN Professional Development
Looking back to the November webinar
The November Webinar
My thanks to those who attended the recent webinar on
using poetry in the English classroom. As someone who
has always used this resource and likes to explore new
ideas, activities and approaches, it was a pleasure to share
some examples of ways poetry can engage students and
develop a range of skills. In the webinar we looked at
poems used for vocabulary, spelling, pronunciation, drama
activities, prediction, speaking and even a little
appreciation of poetic form. If you missed the webinar but
would like to see the talk it can be found on our YouTube
channel (see the link below which you can also find on our
website in the members' area). If I’m fortunate enough to
be invited back next year, I would love to do a poetry
webinar part 2 and share some more ideas!
Dr Daniel Brint

Abstract
In this TESOL-SPAIN Webinar , Dr Daniel Brint looked at a number of ways we can use poetry in the classroom
for a variety of purposes such as learning grammar and vocabulary, writing, speaking and pronunciation. Daniel
also looked at how poetry produces a high level of language retention as it is memorable and engages our
empathy and emotions.

You can click here to see the recording on the TESOL-SPAIN YouTube channel
Dr Daniel Brint is a teacher, materials writer and
teacher trainer with special interest in literature,
visual media and creative writing. Daniel has
worked for the British Council for 25 years and is
now director of Upper Street School of English,
Madrid. He gives teacher training courses and is an
online tutor for the Comunidad de Madrid and the
University of Alcalá. Daniel has written material for
Cambridge University Press’s textbooks CITIZEN Z
and PREPARE and is co- author of the British
Council-Espasa collaboration Las 500 Dudas más
Frecuentes del Inglés.
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TESOL-SPAIN Professional Development
Looking forward to events in December
The December Webinar
Language, Memory and the Senses
with Fiona Mauchline
Recent research suggests that activating the
senses at the same time as language helps
maximise learning. Add to this a little Vygotsky,
and we have the basis for some highly engaging
activities that activate the brain and facilitate the
formation of memory and the generation of
language. In this web-event, we’ll tickle our
senses and try a few activities that work in the
Zoom/Teams classroom as well as face-to-face,
and consider why they work. Be prepared to
close your eyes in order to open them to
possibility.
Click here to register for the webinar.

December Meet-ups
There will be two Meet-ups in December. The first will be especially for teachers of infant and primary classes in
mainstream education. It will be hosted by Alix Treguenza and Julie Eckroth and will be held on Thursday,
December 9 at 6.30pm. Please spread the word among your infant and primary teachers friends and contacts!
The second Meet-up will be held on Tuesday, December 14 at 11am. This Meet-up will give us a chance to
discuss ideas and activities from the webinar as well as share our own favourite sights, sounds, smells and tastes
from the festive season. Remember, everyone is welcome, and we'll be really happy to see you there! Click on
the posters to enter the Zoom rooms, or look for the links on our website and social media channels.
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TESOL-SPAIN Professional Development
Conference Reports from November
Attending ACEIA 2021 Online conference
On 5-6 November, ACEIA held its annual conference online on
Whova, the same platform we used for the TESOL-SPAIN 2021
conference.
The first day sessions were aimed at managers and DOS. The
Saturday sessions were for teachers in general with a wide range of
topics that catered for all levels of teaching experience and
interests.
We also had a great time socialising in the different communities
that were set up by participants and I had the chance of meeting
some of the people we became ‘friends’ with during the TESOLSPAIN conference. Lots of meet-ups were suggested and I hope
they managed to meet.
The pre-conference experience was also excellent. The organising
team got in touch with me, and I guess with all the speakers, in
good time to organise rehearsals, they kept constant communication
to find out if we had problems, doubts or needed more support.
So my huge thanks to all of them.
On the whole it was a very good conference and we all agreed that, in spite of being online, we managed to
socialise and have fun.
I’d like to thank the organising committee for accepting my proposal. It was my first time at ACEIA and I enjoyed it
a lot. So huge congrats, ACEIA! I hope to be able to attend in person next time!
(Annie Altamirano, TESOL-SPAIN Vice President and External Liaison Officer)
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TESOL-SPAIN Professional Development
Conference Reports from November
TESOL Italy 46th Annual Convention Online
I was honoured and delighted to not only take part but also attend the event over the two days. Italy is my
second home and where I first started teaching and so I have a great affinity with the country. The organisers
were extremely efficient in making the log in and attendance easy to manage. A huge thank you to the President
Maria Grazia Maglione for organising and inviting me to this event.
The theme of Disruptive Innovations was a good focus for the talks and really helped teachers to come to terms
with the new changes to our work patterns. All the talks were geared towards this focus of the theme; here’s a
short summary of the ones I found particularly interesting:
Plenary Speaker: Kurth Kohn, University of Tübingen, Germany. Teaching English for global communication. He
spoke about the ned to combine Global English and English as a lingua franca and awareness raising with a
social constructivist MY English conceptualization of communication and learning. Interesting focus on the
potential of a pedagogical lingua franca approach for emancipating speaker-learners of English through
reflective immersion.
Sarah Howell and Lisa Kester-Dodgson talked about oracy-rich classrooms and showed us two useful online
resources: Voice21 and Oracy Cambridge. Practical ideas to support learners to take on active roles in
classroom discussions.
Kath Bilsborough and Ceri Jones: Embedding eco-lieracy in ELT. Fascinating and practical talk about how to raise
awareness for sustainability and encourage students to develop local projects on environmental issues and
share with students in other countries.
Lindsay Warwick: Remote Learning – where do we go from here. Lindsay helped us to reflect on the changes the
pandemic had brought to our teaching and looked at the advantages and disadvantages of hybrid, blended and
face-to-face teaching. I recommend looking at 6 principles of exemplary teaching here.
Last but not least, I was delighted to take part in
a panel discussion with James Papple Chair of
TESOL ANPC , Jennifer Pendergrass, TESOL
Affiliates and Lilka Couri, TESOL Greece. We
focused on the changes and innovations
implemented by TESOL Affiliate Network
organizations since the outbreak of the
pandemic and how to support ELT teachers
and promoting high-quality professional
development opportunities by sharing our
experiences, best practices, strategies to
strengthen TESOL communities’ collaboration.
A huge thank you to the whole executive committee at TESOL Italy for a great event and insightful talks.
Gerard McLoughlin, President TESOL-SPAIN
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December 6 - 10 BridgeUniverse Summit

SPECIAL OFFER FOR TESOL-SPAIN MEMBERS!
Announcing the First BridgeUniverse Summit!
Registration is now open for Bridge’s very first, action-packed virtual event: Teaching English Online - The
New Frontier, December 6-10, 2021!
This 5-day, live Summit is an opportunity for global English teachers to connect with thought leaders, experts,
and fellow educators in the online teaching space.
What Over 20 unique sessions, including expert presentations, roundtables, and networking and social events
designed to prepare you for the exciting new frontier of teaching English online. (Browse session topics and
themes).
Who Presenters include ELT entrepreneurs, schools, EdTech companies, publishers, and more.
When December 6-10, 2021
Where 100% online
Want to get access to ALL recorded sessions on-demand for a full year, plus a certificate of attendance, digital
badge, and other perks? TESOL-SPAIN members get 40% off the All-Access Summit pass with the promo
code: TESOLSPAINACCESS
Click here to register and join December 6th-10th to explore exciting new frontiers!
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TESOL-SPAIN 45th Annual Convention
Registration is open- join us in March!

Click here to register now and
join us for our 2nd annual
online convention!

126

A huge THANK YOU to all the
organisations who have offered to
sponsor our convention in 2022

ANGLIA EXAMINATIONS
CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT ENGLISH
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
EIMUB
EXPRESS PUBLISHING (GOLD SPONSOR)
GRUPO SM
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
PEARSON (PLATINUM SPONSOR)
MACMILLAN
RICHMOND (SILVER SPONSOR)
SGEL/DELTA PUBLISHING
TRINITY COLLEGE LONDON
VICENS VIVES
Click here to find out how to sponsor
TESOL-SPAIN's 45th convention in 2022.
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THE GREEN CORNER
PLANET ALERT: Ane Cortazar presents a special school-based approach
to building environmental awareness at Iparragirre Ikastola, Bilboa
Is there nowadays anyone who hasn’t read or listened to the famous quote
Richard Branson said once?: “There’s no Planet B.”
This famous statement hasn’t been unnoticed. As the years go by, we are
more aware of the huge impact that climate change and global warming are
having on our planet. But … ¿What should we do to avoid this effect?
At Iparragirre ikastola, an early childhood education centre located in the
heart of Bilbao, Basque Country, we have it very clear.
Our students of 2,3,4 and 5 years old are really concerned about how
important it is to take care of our world from the first to the last day; being
one of our most important slogans: “reduce, reuse, recycle” among others.
Day by day, the activities held to make our Mother Earth a better place to live
are countless: from healthy snacks or lunches and reuse of all kinds of waste,
to even recycling masks. Whatever it takes to take good care of the
environment.
Our 2030 agenda department, along with the rest of the faculty and families,
work cooperatively, so that the youngest members are involved in this
process and understand how important all these small actions are.
Below I’ll show you our programme.
And what about you? What is your contribution? What do you do or are you
willing to do for the preservation of our Mother Earth? The world needs us!
Or ... Do you still believe that planet B exists?

Ane Cortazar Santamaria,
Early Childhood education
teacher, specialised in English
language Teaching. Universidad
del País Vasco (UPV/EHU). 6
years experience in teaching
children, expertise in ICT
(Information and
Communication Technologies),
EFL (English as a Foreign
Language) and PBL (ProjectBased Learning). Currently
teacher and head of the
methodology department in
Iparragirre Ikastola.
anecorsan@gmail.com

Our programme
Presenting our mascots: Karmela Balea, Berdetxo, Musu and Kontzi
These are our main mascots, the ones to make students more immersed in the process of caring for our planet.
Karmela Balea is a whale who is sad because she
keeps finding plastics in the ocean. Thereby, her belly is
getting full of them, causing her horrible pain.
She shows us how important it is to reduce the use of
plastics, and also gives us guidelines to start using
other alternatives such as aluminum bottles,
cardboards, bamboo straws or even cleaning the
beaches that are full of microplastics in our
surroundings.
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THE GREEN CORNER
Berdetxo is our main pet. Its name comes from the translation to
Basque of “green”.He is in charge of nature and everything that
involves taking care of our planet. He teaches us the importance of
taking care of plants, recycling, and reusing. Every time we enter the
school, we see him next to the recycling station for cell phones, caps,
and batteries.
Musu and Kontzi are part of our recycling process too. Their
names come from the translation to Basque of “mask”. They have
started this journey in 2021, and their aim is to recycle masks, so
that they do not reach the sea. They realized Karmela was getting
sicker as the time went by. Therefore, they decided to create two
new containers, where people will have the chance of recycling any
type of masks.

Recycling
Our school is very familiar with the recycling issue and how essential it is to keep us all in
a livable world.
As a result, besides having different specific containers for paper and cardboard (blue),
plastic (yellow), and organic (classroom garbage cans); we also have a special container
for food waste. This waste is thrown into a biodegradable plastic bag, made specifically for
this container; and afterward, we go with the students to recycle it.
In addition to this type of ordinary recycling that nowadays can be said to be done in
most homes, we also recycle batteries, caps, cell phones, newspapers, milk cartons or egg
cartons. However, now, we also have a new target: masks.
Due to COVID 19, we have seen the indisputable need to do something with these items
that are increasingly and more frequently reaching the sea, polluting our oceans, and
destroying the flora and fauna that inhabit them. Consequently, this year, we have
created mask cans to recycle both, surgical and ffp2 masks.

Healthy snacks and lunches (reducing and reusing)
Our students eat a big variety of snacks / lunches during the week, always trying to be
from our country, or as we know best, 0 kilometre products. Investing in these products
helps not only our local economy, but also our planet, reducing gas effects and avoiding
chemical products.
Bearing that in mind, and aware of the impact that the use of so many
plastics is having, we have different cloth bags to bring these lunches
home from school and vice versa.
On days when we have bread, the children carry their loaves in bags that used to be
trousers or fabric scraps. These special bags were made for each classroom and nowadays,
they are the most comfortable bags to put the loaf of bread in and share it with the rest of
their friends.
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THE GREEN CORNER
As with the bread bag, on Tuesdays and Fridays we had to eat fruit, and the fact that each
student brought a piece of fruit in plastic, made us think that we should change this habit
and use all the material that we utilized to recycle.
Therefore, with milk bottles that we collected little by little, we created the fruit boxes. The
fruit boxes are small containers where every Tuesday and Friday, each student brings
his/her piece of fruit, without the need to use plastic bags for it.

The rest of the week, on Wednesdays, we get whole-wheat toast with guacamole,
hummus, tumaca, or cheese spread; and on Thursdays, dairy products.
When we started to ask the students for this kind of food, we also saw that the use of
plastic was the most common, so we created some cloth bags with the logo of our
school. Up to the present time, this bag is what we use for those comings and goings
from school to home and vice versa.
Thanks to all these changes, we have seen an incredible effect in reducing the use of
plastic, and the students have also become aware of it little by little.

The garden
The respect for nature and making good use of it is another of our main
objectives. Our school is located in the centre of Bilbao, an area with very
little green parks, so with the help of the students and their families, we
decided to create a garden on the terrace of our top floor.
Thanks to this collaboration, we got a lot of pallets, boots and materials to
create pots. Thus, we created a place for our students where they could
plant from potatoes, tomatoes, carrots, lettuces or broccoli, to lemon and
pear trees.
Every week, different classrooms go to work the land and take care of the
fruits and vegetables, so that when they grow, we take them down to the
dining room and the chef makes the next day's menu with the harvested
produce. Natural and local, from the garden to our mouth! No CO2
emissions because no transport is needed to take the food from one place
to another, and 100% natural, without any type of chemical product.
Thanks to these activities, the students are more conscious of the importance of taking care
of our nature. Progressively, they are integrating these practices and they are so implicated,
that in every piece of fruit that they bring on lunch days, they see an opportunity to plant
more in the garden.
This year 2021, after doing some research and getting in contact with several people, we
have decided to add hens in our garden too. Every day, a different classroom from 5 years
old will go to keep the eggs and feed them correctly. Thanks to this innovation, students
will understand and learn the importance of taking care of all living beings.
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THE GREEN CORNER
Other activities
In addition to all of the mentioned above, our school is also constantly working to achieve the 17 SDGs
(Sustainable Development Goals):

Correspondingly, and in order to make our pupils more aware of the importance of preserving the
environment, during the school year we go on numerous excursions into nature, and learn to enjoy it while
respecting it.
Apart from that, we also cooperate with Koopera stores to make our 4 and 5 year old students' bags. These
school bags are made with recycled materials.
Furthermore, in festivals, parades or any type of event or activity in which we create costumes, materials or
decorations, we always use recycled materials. In this way, the pupils realise that from objects that we have
already used, we can create really amazing things, and on top of that, we can help our world.
Do not hesitate and try to be the change the world wants to see !
*Special Mention to Alix Tregenza, member of the TESOL-SPAIN Board and also English teacher at Iparragirre
Ikastola for many years.

Contribute to the Green Corner!
If you have a green story or project you'd like to
share with our members, please get in touch with us
at tesolspainpublications@gmail.com.
You can send a photo, a text, an audio file or a short
video. Your actions can help and inspire others to
spread the word!
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La información contenida en este mensaje y/o archivo(s) adjunto(s), enviada desde TESOL - SPAIN
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), es confidencial/privilegiada y está destinada a ser
leída sólo por la(s) persona(s) a la(s) que va dirigida. Le recordamos que sus datos han sido incorporados
en el sistema de tratamiento de TESOL - SPAIN (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) y
que siempre y cuando se cumplan los requisitos exigidos por la normativa, usted podrá ejercer sus
derechos de acceso, rectificación, limitación de tratamiento, supresión, portabilidad y
oposición/revocación, en los términos que establece la normativa vigente en materia de protección de
datos, dirigiendo su petición a Avenida Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A, Planta 4 Nº13, 41018,
Sevilla o bien a través de correo electrónico: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ;tsantana44@gmail.com.
Si usted lee este mensaje y no es el destinatario señalado, el empleado o el agente responsable de
entregar el mensaje al destinatario, o ha recibido esta comunicación por error, le informamos que está
totalmente prohibida, y puede ser ilegal, cualquier divulgación, distribución o reproducción de esta
comunicación, y le rogamos que nos lo notifique inmediatamente y nos devuelva el mensaje original a
la dirección arriba mencionada. Gracias
The contents of this message, as well as the contents of any attachments sent by TESOL-SPAIN
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), are addressed exclusively to the addressee(s) and
may contain privileged or confidential information. We hereby inform you that the personal data
contained in this document, including any contact information, is protected in accordance with the
General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) and other current legislation regarding the protection of
personal data. We remind you that TESOL-SPAIN (teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages)
will process the data in order to manage the relationship you have with us. The data will be retained
while the purpose for which it was collected is maintained. You can request access to your personal data
at any time. You also have the right to request the correction, cancellation, copying or deletion of your
personal data; for this you must contact Avenida Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A, Planta 4
Nº13, 41018 Sevilla, or by email to: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ; tsantana44@gmail.com.
Access to this information by persons other than those designated is not authorised. If you are not the
indicated recipient, you are hereby notified that the use, disclosure and/or copying of the contents of the
message without authorisation is prohibited under current legislation. If you have received this message
in error, please inform the sender immediately by email, copy the original message to the email address
mentioned above and proceed to delete the mail received.
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